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1 Preprint1. IntroductionThe present paper is devoted to the investigation of a binary annealeddisordered magnet on the basis of Ising model. This model and its simplerversions are often used in the study of metalic alloys [1{3], magneticalloys [4,5], ferroelectric solutions, in particular, the ferroelectrics withhydrogen bonds [6].Let us point out several works concerning the magnetic alloys. Inthe work [4], V.G.Vaks and N.E.Zein obtained phase diagrams for themodel of the binary magnetic alloy with non-magnetic impurities withintwo particle cluster approximation at T > Tm (Tm is the temperature ofthe magnetic ordering). It was noted that in mean �eld approximation(MFA) in contrast to cluster approximation the magnetic subsystem doesnot inuence the phase diagram. Later by means of MFA T.Kawasaki [5]investigated the inuence of the magnetic subsystem on the propertiesof the atomic subsystem and v.v. at T < Tm. In the work [6] a detailedinvestigation of this model within two-site cluster approximation wereperformed. There was found the inuence of the spin subsystem on bin-odal (coexistence temperature Tb) and spinodal (spontaneous separationtemperature Ts) temperatures of the system in a spin ordering phase.Here the di�erence between quenched and annealed types of disorder hasbeen investigated and correlation functions have been calculated.The non-magnetic version of the model is often applied to the studyof real binary alloys [1{3]. Using the pseudopotential theory for de�ningof intersite interaction Z.Gurskii and Yu.Khokhlov tried to explain theproperties of Ca-Ba and K-Cs alloys [2]. For the thermodynamical aver-aging they used the collective variables method with a non-selfconsistentequation for unknown chemical potential.This work has been directed to the study of a disordered model withlong range interaction or short range one in a case of large z (z is thenumber of nearest neighbours). At �rst we consider the Hamiltonianof M -component Ising model and study the model within mean �eldapproximation (MFA), Gaussian �eld approximation (GFA) and two-tailapproximation (TTA). But for the sake of simplicity all approximationsare formulated for the case M = 2.2. Description of the modelLet us consider M -component system with site disorder on Bravais lat-tice with the following Hamiltonian:��H = H = Hx +Hs; (2.1)
ICMP{96{26E 2whereHx = MX�=1 NXi=1 "�xi� + 12 MX�;�=1 NXi;j=1 V��(i� j)xi�xj� ; (2.2)Hs = MX�=1 NXi=1 ��xi�Si� + 12 MX�;�=1 NXi;j=1 I��(i� j)xi�Si�xj�Sj� :(2.3)All parameters of the Hamiltonian (2.1) contain the factor (��). TheHamiltonian Hx corresponds to the disordered ionic subsystem. Here"� = #� + ��, �� = ���R� is the dimensionless chemical potential of�-type ions, #� is related to the di�erence between alloy componention characteristics; V��(i � j) = V��(Rij) is the potential of e�ectiveionic interaction; xi� = 1, if the site is occupied by the ion of type �and 0 otherwise. The Hamiltonian Hs corresponds to the system of NIsing spins (Si� = Szi�) situated on the ions with external �eld energyh� = (��h) and exchange interaction I��(i� j) = I��(Rij).In the present paper we con�ne ourselves by the case of binary alloy(M = 2). It should be noted that suggested approximations below can beapplied to magnetic alloys with arbitrary number of sorts. It is convenientto use the spin variables instead of xi1; xi2(� = 1; 2)xi� = 1� (�1)�Si02 ; Si0 = xi1 � xi2: (2.4)Now the Hamiltonian (2.1) can be written as followsHxs = E(") +H�(�); (2.5)H�(�) = X�=0;1;2 NXi=1 ���i;� + 12X�;�0 NXi;j=1 I�;�0(Rij)�i��j� :Here we use the following notations� = 0@ �0h1h2 1A ; �i = 0@ Si0xi1Si1xi2Si2 1A ;^I(R) = 0@ I(R) 0 00 I11(R) I12(R)0 I12(R) I22(R) 1A ;1NE = 12("1 + "2) + 18(V11 + V22 + 2V12); (2.6)�0 = 12("1 � "2) + 14(V11 � V22) (V�;� = V�;�(q ! 0));4I(R) = V11(R) + V22(R)� 2V12(R):



3 PreprintThe Hamiltonian H�(�) describes the three-sort spin system. The ther-modynamical potential (TP) of system (2.1) has the following form (h =(h1; h2))
(";h) = ���1 lnSpfs;xg eH(x;s) = E(") + 
�(�): (2.7)Here 
�(�) is the TP for the Hamiltonian H�(�). The correlation func-tions (CFs) of an arbitrary order can be obtained on the basis of therelations
(l)� (i1�1; : : : ; il�l) = h�i1�1 � � ��il�lic= ���i1�1 � � � ���il�l [��
�(�)]:(2.8)Here we have replaced the uniform �elds �� with nonuniform ones �i�.The TP (2.7) is a function of temperature (T ) and chemical potentials(�1; �2). Transition to concentration variables c� instead of �� can beperformed by the Legendre transformation1N F (c;h) = 1N 
(";h)� X�=1;2�R� c�: (2.9)Here F (c;h) is a free energy of system (2.1) and chemical potentials arede�ned by (m0 = hSi0i)c� = N�N = ��"� [��
("; h)] = 1� (�1)�m02 : (2.10)The system (2.10) gives only one independent equation for �1��2 or �0,because P� c� = 1. Here we consider the system which undergoes boththe separation phase transition and magnetic phase at temperature Tm.Therefore, the expression for hSi0i can contain the magnetic momentsm1 = hSi1i and m2 = hSi2i as well. The equations for them we willobtain proceeding from (2.8):m1 = ���1 � 1N [��
�(�)]; m2 = ���2 � 1N [��
�(�)]: (2.11)The system of equations (2.10), (2.11) gives the values for �0, m1, m2 asfunction of temperature T and concentration c = c1. The spontaneousseparation transition occurs at Ts (spinodal temperature) which is foundas divergence temperature of CF (hSi0Sj0ic)q=0. The coexistence tem-perature Tb (binodal temperature) of both phases A and B is calculatedfrom the following system� 
("(m0);h; Tb)=m0=m0A = 
("(m0);h; Tb)=m0=m0B�0(m0A;h; Tb) = �0(m0B ;h; Tb) (2.12)
ICMP{96{26E 4The system (2.12) gives the dependences m0A(Tb);m0B(Tb) and it issolved jointly with system (2.10), (2.11).Although for the system (2.12) exact solution has not been found,one can make some conclusions about the symmetry of phase diagrams.In case I11 = I22 and �1 = �2 the thermodynamical potential
�(�0;h) = ���1 ln Sp exp" NXi=1 �0(xi1�xi2)+12 NXi;j=1 I(i�j)(xi1�xi2)(xj1�xj2)+Hs35 = 
�(��0;h)will be even function of �0 (because trace over xi1 and xi2 becomesequivalent). Similarly, it can be proved thatm0(�0) = hxi1�xi2i =Sp(xi1�xi2)eP�0(xi1�xi2)+ 12PI(i�j)(xi1�xi2)(xj1�xj2)+HsSpeP�0(xi1�xi2)+ 12I(i�j)(xi1�xi2)(xj1�xj2)+Hs =Sp(xi2�xi1)eP(��0)(xi1�xi2)+ 12PI(i�j)(xi1�xi2)(xj1�xj2)+HsSpeP�0(xi1�xi2)+ 12I(i�j)(xi1�xi2)(xj1�xj2)+Hs= hxi2�xi1i = �m0(��0)is odd function of �0, where �0 � (�1 � �2) and determined by theformula (2.6). This means that 
� is even function relatively vari-able m0 and �rst equation of the system (2.12) has following solutionm0B = �m0A. Then second equation for m0 can be rewritten as fol-lowing: �0(m0A;h; Tb) = 0. Therefore, phase diagram is symmetricalrelatively variables m0 or permutation of components' concentration c1and c2.The spinodal temperature also is symmetrical function of m0 = c1 �c2 in case I11 = I22 and �1 = �2. Spinodal decay takes place if theCF (hSi0Sj0ic)q=0 diverges. It means that the system becomes unstableagainst the in�nitesimal uctuation of concentration: @2F@m20 = 0. Since@F@m0 = �0 , the last condition may be rewritten as @�0@m0 = 0. �0 is oddfunction of m0, then @�0@m0 will be even function of m0. This means iffor a certain temperature Ts the equation @�0@m0 = 0 has solution m0, thesolution �m0 also exists and spinodal temperature Ts is an even functionrelatively m0.Further for calculation of TP and CFs of system with HamiltonianH�(�) we will use the expansion over 1=z and the results of ref. [7].



5 PreprintNow the TP 
�(�) can be written as follows (I�� = (I��(q ! 0); V =V (q! 0))� �N
�(�) = �12 X�;�0=0;1;2 I��0m�m�0 + f(�); (2.13)f(�) = hF (0)(�+ �)i � 12 X�;�0=0;1;2�(2)��0 hF (2)��0 (�+ �)i �� 12N Xq ln det[1� ^I(q)h ^F (2)��0 (�+ �)i]: (2.14)Here irreducible part f(�) of 
�(�) is written with the accuracy upone-loop diagrams (two-tail diagrams approximation (TTA)).We use the following notations from ref. [7] for averages of arbitraryfunction y(� + �) over uctuating �elds � with Gaussian distributionfunction �2(�):hy(�+ �)i = Z d�0d�1d�2�2(�)y(�+ �); (2.15)�2(�) = [det 2�^�(2)]�1=2 expf�12X�;�0 [^�(2)]�1��0����0g;�0 = �0 + Im0; �� = h� +X� I��m� (�; � = 1; 2);where [^�(2)]�1 is the inverse matrix to ^�(2). In (2.15) we use the followingnotations for functions on x = (x0; x1; x2)F (0)(x) = lnZ(x) = lnfex0Z1(x1) + e�x0Z2(x2)g;F (1)� (x) = ��x� F (0)(x); F (2)��0 (x) = ��x�0 � ��x� F (0)(x); (2.16)Z�(x�) = Sps�ex�s� =)s�=�1 2 coshx�;F (0)� (x�) = lnZ�(x�); F (l)� (x�) = �l�xl�F (0)� (x�):From stationarity conditions with respect to nine variables m0;m�,�(2)00 , �(2)0� = �(2)�0 , �(2)�� we �nd the system of nine equations for nineunknown �0;m�, �(2)00 , �(2)0� = �(2)�0 , �(2)��2c� 1 = m0 = hF (1)0 (�+ �)i; m� = hF (1)� (�+ �)i; (2.17)�(2)��0 =  12N Xq [^1� ^I(q)hF (2)(�+ �)i]�1^I(q)!��0 : (2.18)
ICMP{96{26E 6In the works of Onyszkiewicz at all [8] GFA was suggested. It can be ob-tained expanding ln det[^1� ^I(q)h ^F (2)��0 (�+�)i] in (2.14) and � 12N Pq[^1�^I(q)h ^F (2)(�+ �)i]�1^I(q)���0 in (2.18) in I(q) up to the terms of secondorder. In the result :f(�) = hF (0)(�+ �)i � 12 X�;�0=0;1;2�(2)��0hF (2)��0 (�+ �)i �� 12N X�;�1;�2=0;1;2hF (2)�1�0(�+ �)ihF (2)�2�(�+ �)iXq I��1 (q)I�0�2(q); (2.19)�(2)��0 = 12N X�1;�2=0;1;2hF (2)�1�2(�+ �)iXq I��1(q)I�2�0(q): (2.20)In contrast to GFA and TTA MFA permits to get analytical resultsfor thermodynamical functions and transition temperatures in case ofnon-magnetic alloys. This approximation one can obtain neglecting uc-tuation of molecular �eld m� . The expression for TP is� �N
�(�) = �12 X�;�0=0;1;2 I��0m�m�0 + F (0)(�): (2.21)The equation for chemical potential and order parameters is determinedby the relations (2.10), (2.11). In MFA one can obtain:2c1�1=m0=F (1)0 (�)= �e�0Z1(�1)�e��0Z2(�2)�Z(�)�1; (2.22)m� = F (1)� (�) = e(�1)�+1�0Z(1)� (��)Z(�)�1: (2.23)The equation for m0 can be transformed to two dependent equations forthe components' concentration c� (see 2.10)):c� = e(�1)�+1�0Z�(��)Z(�)�1: (2.24)From (2.23),(2.24) it followsm� = c�F (1)� (��): (2.25)The equation (2.22) for unknown di�erence of chemical potential canbe solved analytically�0 = �Im0 + 12 ln 1 +m01�m0 Z2(�2)Z1(�1) : (2.26)



7 PreprintUsing (2.9) one can obtain following result for the free energy:1N F (c;h) = X�=1;2 c�#� + ln 2 + 18(V11 + V22 + 2V12)+14(V22 � V11)m0 + 12Im20 � 12 ln(1�m20)� m02 ln 1 +m01�m0�12 X�;�=1;2I�;�m�m� � m02 ln Z2(�2)Z1(�1) + 12 lnZ1(�1)Z2(�2): (2.27)The system (2.12) in a case I11 = I22 and �1 = �2 can be solvedanalytically with the following result:Tb = �2Im0ln 1�m01+m0 Z2(�2)Z1(�1) : (2.28)However, �1 and �2 is to �nd from equations (2.11). The expression forspinodal temperature can be found exactly only for non-magnetic case:Ts = I(1�m20) = 4Ic1c2: (2.29)The pair CFs we obtain on the basis of the relation (2.8) (the de-tails see in [7]) and this procedure leads to expression for matrix of CF^
(2)� (q) = f
(2)�;�1�2(q)g^
(2)� (q) = [^1� ^f (2)(q)^I(q)]�1 ^f (2)(q);f (2)�1�2(q) = � ���i1�1 � ���i2�2 f(f�g)=�i=��(q);�hxi1xj1ic�(q)=14
(2)�;00(q); �hxi1 xj�sj�ic�(q)=12
(2)�;0�(q): (2.30)Here f (2)�1�2(q) is the irreducible part of CF ^
(2)� (q) with respect to in-teraction ^I(q). It is obtained by double di�erentiation of irreduciblepartf(�) with respect to nonuniform �elds �i1�1 ;��2�2 . Within TTA atT � Tm ^f (2) is independent of q and has formf (2)�1�2(q) = hF (2)�1�2(�+ �)i MFA=) F (2)�1�2(�); (2.31)F (2)00 (�) � 4c1c2;F (2)�0 = �(�1)�m�2c�F (2)�� (�) = c� Z(2)� (��)Z(�) ��;� � c�c�m�m� : )MFA (2.32)
ICMP{96{26E 8From matrix expression for ^
(2)� (q) (2.30) it can be found
(2)�;00(q) = [1� �00(q)V (q)]�1�00(q);
(2)ss� (q) = [1� ^�s(q)Is(q)]�1 ^�s(q); (2.33)�00(q)=f (2)00 (q)+ X�1�2 f (2)0�1(q)�^Is(q)[1� ^fs(q)^Is(q)]�1��1�2f (2)�20(q);�s��0(q) = f (2)��0(q) + f (2)�0 (q)V (q)[1� f00(q)(q)]�1f (2)0�0(q);^fs(q) = ff (2)�� (q)g; Is(q) = fI��(q)g: (2.34)At the temperature of second order phase transition the CFs of systemdiverge at certain values q� (we consider here only case q� = 0).In the case T > Tm the f (2)0� (q) � 0 and �00(q) = f (2)00 (q),�s��0(q) = f (2)��0(q). Within MFA from �rst expression we obtain theTs (the inuence of magnetic subsystem is absent) and from the secondone the equation for Tm (Tm is the temperature of magnetic transition)Ts = 4c1c2I(0);2Tm = c1T11 + CT22 � f(c1T11 � c1T22)2 + 4c1c2 T 212g1=2; (2.35)T�� = I��qF (2)� F (2)� : (2.36)3. Results of numerical investigationThe Hamiltonian (2.1) corresponds to the most generalized model ofM -component magnet. There is no possibility at present to obtain anyanalytical solutions in this case. Therefore, in this section we representsome numerical results performed for particular cases of one-componentIsing model, binary alloys and lattice gas. Here the numerical calculationsbecome simpler.3.1. Ising modelThe case of Ising model will correspond to M = 1. The ionic part of theHamiltonian becomes constant and does not inuence on the thermody-namical and correlation functions of the system:H = NXi=1 �1Si1 + 12 NXi;j=1 I11Si1Sj1 + const (3.1)



9 PreprintFor calculation of free energy, magnetization, two-tail we can useformulae (2.13)-(2.20) and put �; � = 1. In this case we have to solvesystem of only two equations for order parameter m1 and uctuatingparameter �(2)11 . Therefore, one can write the following expression forgenerating function in the framework of two-tail approximation (2.13)-(2.18) that corresponds to free energy in the case of Ising model:� �N F (�) = �12I11m21 + hF (0)(�1 + �1)i � 12�(2)11 hF (2)11 (�1 + �1)i� 12N Xq ln[1� I11(q)hF (2)11 (�1 + �1)i]: (3.2)The equations for order parameters m1 and two-tail �(2)11 follow from theequations (2.17)-(2.18) :m1 = hF (1)1 f�1 + �1gi; (3.3)�(2)11 = 12N Xq I11(q)1� I11(q)hF (2)11 f�1 + �1gi : (3.4)Here the averaging is performed with distribution function :�2f�g = Z d�2� ei��e� 12 �2�(2)11 = 1q2��(2)11 e� �22�(2)11 : (3.5)GFA gives the following results for the free energy and equation for two-tail �(2)11 (see (2.19), (2.20)):� �N F (�) = �12I11m21 + hF (0)(�1 + �1)i � 12�(2)11 hF (2)11 (�1 + �1)i+14hF (2)11 (�1 + �1)i"hF (2)11 (�1 + �1)i 1N Xq I211(q)� 2�(2)11 # ; (3.6)m1 = hF (1)f�1 + �1gi�2 ; (3.7)�(2)11 = hF (2)11 f�1 + �1gi�2 1N Xq I211(q): (3.8)Neglecting the uctuation term � 12Pij Iij�Si�Sj in the Hamiltonian weget the MFA approximation. This concerns the case �(2)11 = 0, ��F (�)=N= � 12I11m21 + F (0)f�1g and m1 = F (1)f�1g.

ICMP{96{26E 10The numerical calculations were performed for the model with near-est neighbours interaction :I11(q) = I 3X�=1 cos q�: (3.9)The results of this investigation can be seen in Fig.1, 2. In Fig.1 thefree energy of the system as a function of order parameter for varioustemperatures is depicted. It is known, that we get �rst order phase tran-sition in the framework of two-tail approximation. This can be seen inFig.1. The curve for T=I(0) = 0:72 has two minima with equal energy.Although the GFA is more rough than two-tail approximation, it givesus a second order phase transition at T=I(0) = 0:86. The results of tem-perature dependences of magnetization in di�erent approximation areplotted in Fig.2.The obtained results show that the two-tail approximation predicts anon-physical behaviour in the close vicinity of the critical temperature.This may lead to the non-controlled errors by investigation of binaryalloys and lattice gas. Therefore, for these systems we shall restrict onlyGFA and compare results with MFA.3.2. Binary alloyThe Hamiltonian of the non-magnetic binary alloy follows from (2.1) ifwe put I11(i� j) = I12(i� j) = I22(i� j) = 0;�i1 = �i2 = 0:H = Hx = 2X�=1 NXi=1 "�xi� + 12 2X�;�=1 NXi;j=1V��(i� j)xi�xj� : (3.10)The MFA and GFA may be easily reformulated for this case using for-mulae of previous section. Our numerical calculations concern the sys-tem with nearest neighbours interaction. As may be proved in section 2the critical temperatures of binodal and spinodal decay depends only onI = V11+V22�2V12 and are symetrical relatively substitution c2 insteadof c1. This can be seen in Fig. 4, where binodal and spinodal tempera-tures as a function of c1 are depicted. The comparison of GFA and MFAapproximation results show that GFA approximation is essentially bet-ter that MFA in the vicinity of c1 = 0:5. When c1 ! 0 or c1 ! 1, thedi�erence disappears. It should be noticed that two-tail approximationwill give non-physical results namely in the vicinity of c1 = 0:5.
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Figure 1: The free energy 1N F as a function of magnetization m forvarious temperature (solid curves - two-tail approximation, long dashedcurves - GFA, short dashed curves - MFA)
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Figure 4: Phase diagrams for the model (3.9): 1- correspond to the bin-odal temperature, 2- spinodal temperature (solid line - GFA, dashed line- MFA)

ICMP{96{26E 143.3. Lattice gasWe shall get the Hamiltonian of the non-magnetic lattice gas, if we putV12(i� j) = V22(i� j) = 0 in case of binary alloy:H = NXi=1 �xi + 12 NXi;j=1 V (i� j)xixj : (3.11)Indeed, the Hamiltonian (3.11) may describe the gas. Let us consider thesystem in volume V and divide volume on N = V equal cubic cells. Wewill use the condition that more than one particle can not be situated inone site. Therefore, we get a lough model of a gas with repulsion betweenparticles on short distance and model interaction for long distance.Here we neglect the kinetic energy of the particles. But being takeninto account it leads only to the renormalization of the chemical potential�! �+ 32 ln �2�h�2mkT � ; (3.12)where m - particle's mass.Similarly to (2.5), the Hamiltonian (3.13) can be transformed toH = E(�) + NXi=1 �0Si0 + 12 NXi;j=1 I(i� j)Si0Sj0; (3.13)where E(�) = 12�+ 18V , �0 = 12�+ 14V , 4I(i� j) = V (i� j).It is known from thermodynamics, that thermodynamical potential ofthe system 
(�; T ) = �pV , where p is pressure and V is volume of thesystem. The average of xi that equal n = 1=v, plays the role of gasdensity. The state equation can be written in the following formpV = 
(�(n); T ) or p = 1V
(�(n); T ): (3.14)In MFA the state equation can be obtained in the analytical form.The expression for TP follows from (2.21) and has the following form:1N 
(�; T ) = 12�+ 12V � 12Im20 + ln 2 cosh(�0 + Im0); (3.15)where �0(m0) = ��Im0 + 12 ln 1+m01�m0 , � = 2�0 � 12I. If we take intoaccount that m0 = 2n� 1, we can obtain state equation in variables p,n, T :pT = ��an2 +�(n); (3.16)



15 Preprintwhere �(n) = ln 11�n . It should be noted that for van der Waals stateequation �(n) = n1�bn .We have also obtained isoterms in GFA. Since the Hamiltonian ofthe lattice gas is identical to the Hamiltonian of the binary alloy withV12(i� j) = V22(i� j) = 0, we can use all approximation formulated inthe previous subsection to its investigation.In the Fig.5 the isoterms for the lattice gas with nearest neighboursinteraction are depicted. The dashed curve corresponds to the MFA andsolid curve for the GFA. It can be seen that values of the pressure p andbinodal and spinodal temperature of the system obtained within GFAare smaller than those obtained within MFA.4. ConclusionsIn this paper we have considered the M -component Ising model withsite disorder. Several approximation for this model have been formulatedhere. Namely, we have obtained the expressions for the thermodynamicalpotential, free energy and pair correlation functions within TTA, GFAand MFA.The numerical calculations were performed for some simpler models:one-component Ising model, non-magnetic binary alloy and lattice gas.For example, we have chosen the nearest neighbours interaction. For theone-component Ising model we calculated the free energy as a function ofthe magnetization, temperature dependences of the magnetization m(T )and the two-tail �(2) (uctuating parameter) within TTA, GFA, MFA.For non-magnetic binary alloy we obtained phase diagrams (binodal andspinodal curves) within GFA and MFA. For lattice gas the isoterms andcoexistence curves are depicted.This work was supported in part by the International Soros ScienceEducation Program (ISSEP) through grant No. PSU062015.References[1] Yukhnovskii I.R., Gurskii Z.A. Quantum-Statistical Theory of Dis-ordered Systems.- Kiev: Naukova Dumka, 1991 (in Russian).[2] Z.Gurskii and Yu.Khokhlov, J.Phy s.: Cond.Mat., 6 (1994),p.8711-8724.[3] Khachaturyan A.G., Theory of Structural Transformations inSolids. New York: WIley 1983.
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Figure 5: The p� V diagram for the lattice gas by various temperature(solid curves - two-tail GFA, dashed curves - MFA; 1 - binodal, 2 -spinodal)
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